Communication
Without communication you don’t have a system,
you don’t have response, no matter how elaborate
your system if it can’t tell the monitoring center
what’s happening it is useless.
Not all systems are created equal; most cellular
units are little more than an additional phone line,
unsupervised, installed & programmed incorrectly
and easily compromised. Don’t be fooled into
thinking you’re secure. Find how you can become
better protected and even save money doing it.
What happens when you lose your data network
or phone lines? With ISG, you are still connected,
commercial, Industrial, Financial and Fire applications
remain protected with ISG’s Nationwide GSM/GPRS
digital cellular network.
ISG provides both primary or back-up cellular alarm communication solutions for commercial, financial,
and fire system markets. Alarm signals will be transmitted over the GSM/GPRS cellular network when
telephone lines or data networks have been disrupted, compromised, or if no wire line service is
used. This ensures critical data will reach the alarm-monitoring center and you remain Safe Secure
Protected. Even if the most sophisticated burglars attempt to compromise or “jam” the cellular signal
you will be notified and police will be on their way.
ISG’s unit uses advanced encryption technology for secure communications and maximum dual-band
transmitting power for superior in-building penetration.
With Full Data Reporting, Security Supervision and automatic self-testing ISG’s GSM/GPRS Solution
can provide Primary or Back-up transmission for all your systems needs.
Underwriters Laboratory (UL) Listed for Commercial Burglary and Fire applications, including Bank,
Safe & Vault Listings. Additional High Security through 128 bit (AES) Advanced Encryption Standard
for alarm signals ensure authentication and security.
Know How To Be Secure
Contact us today to learn more about this service.
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